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ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS 
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FILM SYNOPSIS 
Rajveer Singh is struggling to balance the wishes of his traditional Sikh family and his own 
true passion for hockey. Raj and his friends play only for fun, held back by the prejudice and 
mockery of other teams as their turban-clad crew steps onto the ice. Enter Coach Dan 
Winters, and soon the Speedy Singhs are competing in a real tournament, while Raj is falling 
in love with the coach’s beautiful sister, Melissa.  
 

A cross-cultural story of self-discovery, Breakaway is a heartwarming, action-filled comedy, 
bringing a dash of Bollywood to Canada’s favourite sport. With a zany supporting cast 
including comedian Russell Peters, Breakaway will have you cheering for its unlikely heroes.
   

 MAIN THEMES AND MESSAGES  
Justice, equality, equity, overcoming adversity, following dreams, finding identity, 
independence, destiny, bullying, friendships, rivalry, relationships, acceptance, rights and 
freedoms, family, community, determination/perseverance. 

LESSON PLAN OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES 

When teaching English as a Second or Acquired Language (ESL), teachers can turn to film to 
share Canadian culture with students. Watching and discussing films is a great way to 
immerse students in English and to provide them with an access point to discuss Canadian 
stories and situations.  
 

These lessons were developed through partnership between REEL CANADA and the 
Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) department of the Toronto District 
School Board (TDSB). The activities included throughout are designed to be implemented in 
classrooms using a Portfolio Based Language Assessment model, and to fulfill requirements 
set out by Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB).  
 

In this package you will find a variety of activities and suggestions for assessing the progress 
of English language learners at all steps of the film viewing process: preparation, pre-viewing 
and post-viewing.  
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PREPARATION ACTIVITIES: SKILL BUILDING 
 
 

The following two pages contain suggested REEL CANADA activities for PBLA Skill Building 

during movie selection (up to 2 months before screening event).   

Levels: CLB 5 & CLB 6 

 

The charts on the following pages suggest skill-specific activities that can be used in advance of 

the film screenings as a foundation for later Skill Using Activities and Assessment Tasks in other 

modules. Some may lead appropriately to pre- and post-viewing activities around the 

screening.  

Instructors are not expected to complete Skill Building in all skills for REEL Canada.  Choose one 

or two activities that support the goals of the module your class is working towards at this time.  

 

 

Page numbers in this chart correspond to the Canadian Language Benchmarks guide available 

at:  

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/ircc/migration/ircc/english/pdf/pub/language-

benchmarks.pdf  

Talk to your PBLA Instructor if you would like additional support. 
 

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/ircc/migration/ircc/english/pdf/pub/language-benchmarks.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/ircc/migration/ircc/english/pdf/pub/language-benchmarks.pdf
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Skill Competency CLB 
Level 

Real World Task Goal Features of 
Communication 

Criteria Skill Building 

Listening 
Pg. 24 

I. Interacting 
with Others 

5 
 

Listen to a classmate’s likes and 
dislikes of various movie genres. 
(Skill Building / Skill Using) 

• Up to 5 minutes; 
small group 
interaction 

 

• Interprets feelings such as 
interest, likes/dislikes, 
preferences 

  Pg. 16 
 

Note taking on a chart 

6 Listen to a classmate’s reasons for 
liking and disliking various movie 
genres 
(Skill Building / Skill Using) 

• Up to 10 minutes; 
small group 
interaction 

 

• Identifies mood, attitude and 
emotional states from tone and 
intonation 

Pg. 18 
 

IV. 
Comprehending 
Information 

5  Listen to the instructor give an 
announcement about REEL Canada 
(Skill Building) 

• Up to 5 minutes • Get gist 

• Identify factual details and some 
implied meanings 

Pg. 17 

Note taking; 
Key words 

6 Listen to the instructor give a 
briefing on a class project for REEL 
Canada 
(Skill Using) 

• Up to 10 minutes 

• Identify topic specific words, 
phrases and expressions 

• Identify factual details, 
supporting details and implied 
meanings 

Pg. 19 

Speaking 
Pg. 60 

IV. Sharing 
Information 

5 Tell your group about the kind of 
movie you like or describe your 
favourite actor or favourite movie 

• Up to 5 minutes • Presents information using 
connected discourse 

• Provides adequate descriptions 
Pg. 53 

Free speaking with 
peers; listening and 
checking off what is 
covered and missed 

6 • Up to 7 minutes • Provides adequate detailed 
description 

Pg. 55 
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Skill Competency CLB 

Level 
Real World Task Goal Features of 

Communication 
Criteria Skill Building 

Reading 
Pg. 96 

III. Getting 
Things Done 

5  Locate and use layout items of a 
catalogue 

 • Identifies layout and organization 
of text to find information 

Pg. 89 (CLB 5) 
Pg. 91 (CLB 6) 

Learn and identify 
different parts of a 
catalogue (location of 
index, use of titles, 
page references) 

6  

IV. 
Comprehending 
Information 

5  Read 2 or 3 movie plots to make a 
choice on what movie you want to 
see 
 
 

 

• 1 page • Scan plots to locate relevant 
items (subject, genre, length) 

• Locate 2 pieces of relevant info 
Pg. 89 

Point form 

6 Read 2 movie plots to compare to 
make a recommendation to the 
class 

• Up to 2 pages • Retells point form summary of 
storyline of two movies 

Pg. 91 

Writing 
 
 
Pg. 132 
 

IV. Sharing 
Information 

5 Write about your favourite genre, 
movie or actor 

• 1 paragraph • Provides introduction, 
development and conclusion in an 
adequate paragraph structure 

• Provides accurate descriptions or 
accounts 

• Appropriate connective words 
Pg. 125 

Skill building 

IV. Sharing 
Information 

6  
 

• 1 paragraph • Provides introduction, 
development and conclusion in an 
adequate paragraph structure 

• Provides accurate descriptions, 
accounts and comparisons 

• Appropriate connective words and 
phrases 

Pg. 127 
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PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES: SKILL BUILDING 
 

FIRST 
Pre-Viewing Activity: 

“Poster Word Brainstorming” 

Aim: Introduce students to vocabulary and ideas associated with the 
film 

Materials: Poster printout (PAGE 11) and blackboard 

Time Allocation: ~20 minutes 

 
This activity will serve as a warm-up for the other activities in this lesson plan. Students, as a 
class, will have the opportunity to contribute their own knowledge of vocabulary that they 
think will relate to the film poster. 
 

Poster:  
http://www.tribute.ca/tribute_objects/images/movies/Breakaway/Breakaway.jpg  

[also available in print-format on page 11 of this package] 
 
Part 1: (10 minutes) Students will be shown the movie poster for the film Breakaway using a 
projector or by printing out the provided poster. As a class, students will brainstorm words 
that they think pertain to the film. A mind map should be used for this activity, with the central 
bubble titled “Breakaway film.” 
 
Expected words: hockey, Indian, stick, skate, puck, win, goal, dance, music, Bollywood, etc. 
 

 
 

Part 2: (10 minutes) Students work with a partner to create a list of questions based on the 
poster. For example: Why is there a person riding an elephant?  
 
Review the question structure.  
 

http://www.tribute.ca/tribute_objects/images/movies/Breakaway/Breakaway.jpg
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SECOND 
Pre-Viewing Activity: 

“Vocabulary” 

Materials: Speakers and computer to play trailer audio; handouts (PAGES 12 – 16) 

Time Allocation: ~60 minutes  
 
 
 
 

 

**Before beginning the activity, instructors should teach/review the structures for the following:** 
 
 

Skill Competency Indicators 
Listening Comprehending Information Understand descriptive or narrative monologues related to 

everyday personally-relevant/generally familiar topics or 
situations — Skill building inference of word meaning 

Speaking Sharing Information CLB 5: Express opinions & feelings; ask/answer relevant 
questions (I believe…, I think…, It could be about…) 
CLB 6: Ask relevant questions; express opinions, feelings to 
agree or disagree appropriately when necessary  

 

 

Introducing Vocabulary & Skill Building Activity 

• Learners will view the movie trailer 3 – 4 times: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgWEXByZ99E      

• Students will work in pairs or small groups. Hand out a set of the Words and Definitions cut 
outs (PAGE 12 – 13) to each group. 

• Students will work with their partners to match up each word with its definition based on 
their first listening to the trailer. They must explain to each other why they picked the 
meaning using the structures just learned/reviewed (see above).  

• Discuss definition choices as a class, with learners sharing their reasons for choosing 
meanings.  

 
**At this point, the instructor could model and encourage strategies to express opinions and model 
examples.** 
 
Skill Using Activity 

• Hand out the Fill in the Blanks Activity (PAGE 15), and learners will consult their definition 
choices to complete the sentences. In doing so, errors may be discovered. 

• When taking up the Fill in the Blanks answers (PAGE 16), the instructor can expose any clues 
that were missed for meaning or help learners identify anything they misinterpreted that 
resulted in incorrect inference. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgWEXByZ99E
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Word List  

• family 

• hockey 

• captain 

• date 

• coach 

• awful 

• ambition 

• tradition 

• battle 

• ancestor 

 
 

Modifications & Notes: If students in one class are seeing 3 different movies, this pre-activity 
Skill-Building activity can be continued through Skill-Using by dividing the 
class into two groups of students. Each group listens and discusses word 
meanings using the strategies presented by the instructor, and the skills 
practised with the first audio. The instructor circulates and provides 
feedback on use of skills. 

 
Finally, all students in Group A will have the opportunity to present one 
(or more) of the words and meanings to the entire class. Another 
student in Group A can be given the opportunity to agree or disagree to 
the definition presented (using the target expressions).  As one group 
presents their vocabulary, the other group (Group B) will work with the 
word & definition sheet (PAGE 14) to listen and match the vocabulary 
and definitions for the other group’s audio.  Switch. 
 
After the first group presents, all students complete the Fill in the Blanks 
handout.  This can be completed as a gallery activity or communicative 
sharing activity. 
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POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES 
 

FIRST 
Post-Viewing Activity: 

“Skill-Using Activity: Fill in the Blanks” 

Materials: Fill in the Blanks (PAGE 15); Answer Key (PAGE 16) 

Time Allocation: ~20 - 30 minutes 
 

If students did not complete the pre-viewing Skill-Using Activity (on PAGE 5) prior to watching the 
film, they can do so now. 
 

Hand out the ‘Fill in the Blanks’ activity worksheet (PAGE 15). Students will consult their definition 
choices to complete the sentences. In doing so, errors may be discovered. 
 

Answers should be taken up as a class, with students reading the sentences out loud, after the 
allocated time. 

 

SECOND 
Post-Viewing Activity: 

“Assessment Task: Describing the Event through Discussion” 

Skill: Speaking 

Competency:  Sharing Information 

Materials: None 

Time Allocation: ~20 - 30 minutes 
 

Students will participate in a group discussion to give opinions about the REEL CANADA event 
and/or the theatre or screening room where they watched the film.  
 

Features of Communication:  

• CLB 5: Express opinions and feelings; ask/answer relevant questions; agree and disagree 
appropriately. 

• CLB 6: Express opinions and feelings; ask/answer relevant questions and confirm 
understanding; agree and disagree appropriately, when necessary.  

 

 

THIRD 
Post-Viewing Activity: 

“Assessment Task: Describing the Event through Writing” 

Skill: Writing 

Competency:  Sharing Information 

Materials: Handout (PAGE 17) 

Time Allocation: ~20 - 30 minutes 
 

On the accompanying lined handout (PAGE 17), students will write one or two paragraphs 
describing the REEL CANADA event or film screening.  
 

Features of Communication:  

• CLB 5: Write one connected paragraph. 

• CLB 6: Write two connected paragraphs.  
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Additional Ideas for Post-Viewing Activities for Intermediate Learners 
Instructors are not expected to cover all skills and competences during one REEL CANADA season. 

 

Skill 
See Features of 
Communication 
across Stage II 

 

Competency 
 

CLB Level 5 
 

CLB Level 6 

 
Listening 

Pg. 24 

I. Interacting 
with Others 

Listen to a classmate’s likes and dislikes regarding 
the movie they watched at the REEL CANADA 
event.  

Listen to a classmate’s reasons for liking or disliking the movie 
they watched at the REEL CANADA event and make inferences 
about unstated reasons for liking or not liking the movie. (Focus 
on themes; subject matter) 

IV. 
Comprehending 
Information 

In small groups or as a presentation, listen to your 
classmates give a short presentation on the film 
they watched at the REEL CANADA event 

Listen to a presentation on a Famous Canadian who was inducted 
into the Walk of Fame (Actor, Producer, Film, Director, etc.) 
Search online: Canada’s Walk of Fame 

 
Speaking 

Pg. 60 

IV. Sharing 
Information 

Give a brief presentation about the REEL CANADA 
event in small groups. 

Give a description of the theatre or screening room (the venue) 
and/or give a description of the neighbourhood in the area. 

 
Reading 
Pg. 96 

 
 

I. Interacting 
with Others 

Read an email from a friend containing a discussion 
of one of the movies shown at the REEL CANADA 
event and identify the likes, dislikes.  

Read an email message in which a friend apologizes for not 
attending the REEL CANADA event and explains the reasons for 
not informing you. 

III. Getting 
Things Done 

Go to the Cineplex website (or that of a local theatre) and navigate the site to find a location and time of a movie you 
might be interested in watching that is close to your home or near transit. 

IV. 
Comprehending 
Information 

Read 2 movie reviews of the movie you watched 
and interpret the information 
(For example: www.rottentomatoes.com) 

Read 2 or 3 movie reviews of the movie you watched and 
compare the information 
(For example: www.cineplex.com/magazine or IMDB.com) 

Writing 
Pg. 132 

I. Interacting 
with Others 

Write an email to a friend to describe feelings 
about the event. 

Write an email of appreciation to a teacher who has exposed you 
to a new experience (or has given you the opportunity to 
experience this event). 

IV. Sharing 
Information 

Write a descriptive paragraph about the event. Write a description of the impact that a movie has had on you.  
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Additional Resources & Links 

Vinay Virmani on Twitter: https://twitter.com/vinayvirmani24  

Vinay Virmani on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/vinayvirmani/  

REEL CANADA page for Breakaway: https://www.reelcanada.ca/films/breakaway/    

Videos 

Bollywood Hungama | Vinay Virmani and Camilla Belle on Speedy Singhs & Akshay Kumar (9 

minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSx5NN447Pc  

(Breakaway co-stars Vinay Virmani and Camilla Belle video interview with Bollywood 

Hungama) 

Out There With Melissa | Breakaway cast interview 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4J0I7CSs1c (5 minutes) 

(Melissa DiMarco interviews the cast and crew of Breakaway) 

TIFF ‘11 | Breakaway panel with Vinay Virmani and others (7 minutes) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--0pNhEuLDg   

(Toronto International Film Festival panel from 2011, featuring Breakaway cast and crew) 

Tribute | Russell Peters – Breakaway Interview at TIFF 2011 (9 minutes) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHdpZ8qykWo  

(Ola Sturik video interview with Breakaway actor Russell Peters) 

Plot Synopsis 

Cineplex (152 words) — https://www.cineplex.com/Movie/breakaway-2011  

Tribute Magazine (112 words) — https://www.tribute.ca/movies/breakaway/25546/ 

Reviews  

The Georgia Straight (288 words) — https://www.straight.com/movies/breakaway-cinematic-

window-modern-multicultural-canada   

Torontoist (256 words) — https://torontoist.com/2011/09/breakaway/  

 

https://twitter.com/vinayvirmani24?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/vinayvirmani/?hl=en
https://www.reelcanada.ca/films/breakaway/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSx5NN447Pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--0pNhEuLDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHdpZ8qykWo
https://www.cineplex.com/Movie/breakaway-2011
https://www.tribute.ca/movies/breakaway/25546/
https://www.straight.com/movies/breakaway-cinematic-window-modern-multicultural-canada
https://www.straight.com/movies/breakaway-cinematic-window-modern-multicultural-canada
https://torontoist.com/2011/09/breakaway/
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS  

& STUDENT HANDOUTS 

 

Table of Contents 
Poster 11 
Words and Definitions Slips 12 – 13  
Words and Definitions Matching Worksheet 14 
Fill in the Blanks Worksheet 15 
Fill in the Blanks Answers 16  
Descriptive Writing Worksheet 17  
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Words and Definitions – Cut Outs 
Cut along the dotted lines. Give one set of word and definition cards to each student, pair or 
small group. Students will work together to infer meaning based on the audio from the trailer, 
and pair each word with its definition.  
 

 

 
FAMILY (n.) 

 

a group of people who are related to each other 

 
AWFUL (adj.) 

 

extremely bad or unpleasant 

HOCKEY (n.)  

a game played on an ice rink in which two teams of 
six players on skates use curved sticks to try to 

shoot a puck into the opponent’s goal 

CAPTAIN (n.)  an athlete who is chosen to be the leader of a team 

DATE (n./v.)  
to do an activity with someone you have (or might 

have) a romantic relationship with 
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COACH (n./v.)  
a person who teaches and trains an athlete or 

performer 

AMBITION (n.) a desire to be successful, powerful, or famous 

TRADITION (n.) 
a way of thinking, behaving, or doing something 
that has been used by the people in a particular 

group, family, society, etc., for a long time 

BATTLE (n./v.) 

a military fight between groups of soldiers, ships, 
airplanes, etc.; a fight between people or groups in 

which each side tries to win a contest or gain 
control of something 

ANCESTOR (n.) 
a person who was in someone’s family in past times 

: one of the people from whom a person is 
descended 
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Matching Words and Definitions 
Match each word on the left with its definition on the right, by drawing a line between them.  

             Word                                                                             Definition 
 

1 date 
  

an athlete who is chosen to be the leader of a team 
 
A 

 
2 family 

 
extremely bad or unpleasant 

 
B 

 
3 awful 

  
a group of people who are related to each other 

 
C 

 
4 coach 

 
 

a way of thinking, behaving, or doing something that 
has been used by the people in a particular group, 
family, society, etc., for a long time 

 
D 

 
5 hockey 

  
a desire to be successful, powerful, or famous 

 
E 

 
6 captain 

  

a person who teaches and trains an athlete or 
performer 

 
F 

 
7 ambition 

 a game played on an ice rink in which two teams of six 
players on skates use curved sticks to try to shoot a 
puck into the opponent’s goal 

 
G 

 
8 battle 

 
a person who was in someone’s family in past times : 
one of the people from whom a person is descended 

 
H 

 
9 ancestor 

 a military fight between groups of soldiers, ships, 
airplanes, etc.; a fight between people or groups in 
which each side tries to win a contest or gain control 
of something 

 
I 

 
10 tradition 

 
to do an activity with someone you have (or might 
have) a romantic relationship with 

 
J 
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USING WORDS IN CONTEXT - Fill in the Blanks! 
 

In the box below are the words from the previous activity. Using your definitions, fill in each of the 
blanks beneath the box with the words that fits best. You may ask your classmates for help.  

 

 
2 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Rajveer has a secret. He loves playing ________________ and dreams 
of playing for the Toronto Maple Leafs. But Rajveer’s 
________________ does not approve of his interest in the game. Raj’s 
parents want him to honour his ________________ and respect their 
Sikh ________________.  
 
Rajveer had ________________; he could not give up on his dreams. 
But he felt ________________ when he chose to lie to his parents in 
order to keep playing. His team, the Speedy Singhs, became very good 
when they began to work with a new ________________, Dan. Dan 
used to be a professional player. He helped the struggling Speedy 
Singhs improve their performance, until they played like warriors in 
________________ on the ice. He also made Raj ________________ of 
the Singhs because he recognized Raj was a good leader.  
  
But if Raj’s parents would disapprove of him playing sports, they would 
worry even more if they found out he had begun to ________________ 
Dan’s sister, Melissa, who is not Punjabi. With all these secrets Raj is 
keeping, it is only a matter of time until his parents discover everything. 
What will Rajveer do then?  

 
 

FAMILY          AMBITION          ANCESTORS         AWFUL  

DATE              TRADITION         COACH                 BATTLE     

HOCKEY          CAPTAIN 
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Fill in the Blanks! ANSWER KEY 

 
 
 

 

2 
 
2 

 

Rajveer has a secret. He loves playing hockey and dreams of playing for 
the Toronto Maple Leafs. But Rajveer’s family does not approve of his 
interest in the game. Raj’s parents want him to honour his ancestors 
and respect their Sikh tradition.  
 
Rajveer had ambition; he could not give up on his dreams. But he felt 
awful when he chose to lie to his parents in order to keep playing. His 
team, the Speedy Singhs, became very good when they began to work 
with a new coach, Dan. Dan used to be a professional player. He helped 
the struggling Speedy Singhs improve their performance, until they 
played like warriors in battle on the ice. He also made Raj captain of 
the Singhs because he recognized Raj was a good leader.  
  
But if Raj’s parents would disapprove of him playing sports, they would 
worry even more if they found out he had begun to date Dan’s sister, 
Melissa, who is not Punjabi. With all these secrets Raj is keeping, it is 
only a matter of time until his parents discover everything. What will 
Rajveer do then?  
 
 

 

 

 

FAMILY          AMBITION          ANCESTORS         AWFUL  

DATE              TRADITION         COACH                 BATTLE     

HOCKEY          CAPTAIN 
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DESCRIPTIVE WRITING 
 

 NAME: ______________________________ 
 

 

 

Using the space below, describe the movie screening event. Think 
about what you might have seen or heard there. Tell what you liked or 
what you learned.  
 

 

For CLB Level 5 learners, write ONE (1) paragraph. 
For CLB Level 6 learners, write ONE OR TWO (1-2) connected paragraphs.  

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________ 


